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By KAT IE T AMOLA

When it comes to making music that moves people, many would argue it is  all about timing, and Swiss watchmaker
Rolex is making its presence known in that process with a new effort.

Spotlighting the parallels between the brand and The Vienna Philharmonic, Rolex illustrates how both institutions
hold a spirited heritage based on thoughtful craft and excellence. The short film illustrates the iconic orchestra's
New Year performance as images of Rolex are spliced in between, crafting a link between a luxury brand and the
beauty of music.

"The similarities between Rolex and the Vienna Philharmonic are numerous," said Donnie Pacheco, founder of
Donnie P. Consulting, Seattle.

"There is the dedication to excellence, precision, craftsmanship, recognizability and the sum of parts working
together flawlessly to produce something greater," he said. "It also leads the consumer to think about the dedication
to the craft; it takes tremendous devotion and commitment to the craft to make a precision timepiece or be part of
one of the greatest orchestras."

Melodious luxury 
The Vienna Philharmonic is an orchestra that was founded in 1842. A few decades later, Rolex was founded in 1905.

To say the two entities hold vibrant histories would be an understatement. With excellence recognizing fellow
excellence, Rolex has served as executive partner of The Vienna Philharmonic since 2008.

Rolex has served as executive partner of The Vienna Philharmonic since 2008

The vignette begins with an aerial view of Musikverein's Golden Hall, located in Vienna. Austria. The annual Vienna
Philharmonic New Year's concert has been performed on Jan 1. since 1941, celebrating and showcasing the work of
Austrian composer Johann Strauss II, his family and contemporary peers.

In a shot of the hall nestled in the capital city's sea of illuminated lights at night, excitement builds and the feeling
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that something special is  about to unfold is substantial.

The sounds of Austrian composer Johann Strauss II's  "An der schnen, blauen Donau - Walzer, Op. 314" permeate.

"It is  said this sound is recognizable all over the world," a narrator bellows.

The iconic composition then unfolds, as each member of the orchestra excitedly plays.

In between footage of violins, flutes, harps and more jubilantly playing are different shots and angles of the Rolex
Day-Date model.

The iconic compos ition then unfolds , as  each member of the orches tra excitedly plays . Image credit: Rolex

As musicians lose themselves in their ardent performances, the connection is clear. The performance from The
Vienna Philharmonic and the Rolex Day-Date model are both celebrations of excellence, a kind that is painstakingly
achieved and one to take great pride in.

T ick, tock, tunes 
As time, technology and people evolve, the world continues to change. Some forces, like luxury and music, stay true
to their foundations and offer audiences something beyond materiality.

With a shared ability to bring people what they desire, luxury and music continuously find themselves intertwined.
This is especially apparent in recent efforts from luxury watches and jewelry brands.

In May, Swiss watch manufacturer Audemars Piguet celebrated the power of sound and music with producer and
brand ambassador Mark Ronson through an examination of the artist's  creative process and ability.

Marking the start of a long-term collaboration with the seven-time Grammy Award-winning DJ, producer and
songwriter, Audemars Piguet presented "Syncing Sounds," a three-part film series that follows Mr. Ronson as he
works with six-time Grammy Award-nominated R&B artist Lucky Daye to create a record. The series intends to fully
immerse audiences in the collaborative process, the synergy and creativity required to make music (see story).

In June, U.S. jeweler T iffany & Co. provided the focal piece for American rapper Kendrick Lamar's much-discussed
headlining performance at Glastonbury Festival.

The rapper and his longtime collaborator Dave Free tapped the jeweler in crafting a custom-made titanium and pav
diamond crown which the crowd and critics could not ignore. The partnership and resulting product reflect
Tiffany's continued commitment to meticulous craftsmanship as well as meaningful collaborations with artists (see
story).

With Rolex's recent vignette, the brand thoughtfully connects its products to the inspiring power of music. Both
entities evoke strong feelings from consumers and aim to keep them coming back for more.

"It may seem odd to compare a timepiece to an orchestra, but the spot leads the consumer down that path and allows
the consumer to draw additional similarities and comparisons between the two," Mr. Pacheo said.

"It is  also clever in showing off how people may not know what the movement they are playing is, but they will
immediately recognize it," he said. "Drawing the comparison that a Rolex timepiece is also immediately
recognizable even if it may not consciously register."
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